Discriminative Joint-Feature Topic Model With Dual Constraints for WCE Classification.
Wireless capsule endoscopy (WCE) enables clinicians to examine the digestive tract without any surgical operations, at the cost of a large amount of images to be analyzed. The main challenge for automatic computer-aided diagnosis arises from the difficulty of robust characterization of these images. To tackle this problem, a novel discriminative joint-feature topic model (DJTM) with dual constraints is proposed to classify multiple abnormalities in WCE images. We first propose a joint-feature probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) model, where color and texture descriptors extracted from same image patches are jointly modeled with their conditional distributions. Then the proposed dual constraints: visual words importance and local image manifold are embedded into the joint-feature PLSA model simultaneously to obtain discriminative latent semantic topics. The visual word importance is proposed in our DJTM to guarantee that visual words with similar importance come from close latent topics while the local image manifold constraint enforces that images within the same category share similar latent topics. Finally, each image is characterized by distribution of latent semantic topics instead of low level features. Our proposed DJTM showed an excellent overall recognition accuracy 90.78%. Comprehensive comparison results demonstrate that our method outperforms existing multiple abnormalities classification methods for WCE images.